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Abstract: This paper presents the literature review on electromagnetic interference, and power leakage minimization.
To reduces the EM interference and IR drop by using various methodologies applied by researchers. For any research
work or in an effort to introduce certain novelty in existing systems, the analysis and study of existing approaches,
systems and algorithms is of great significance. In fact, the review of existing systems can be stated to be the
foundation for a novel research. Thus, taking into consideration of these requirements to examine and study varies
literatures available for the impact of my work carried out on Electromagnetic interference on VLSI and IR drop,
power dissipation and performance of chip, in this paper a number of literatures have been studied and analyzed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
This paper discusses some of the relevant and significant
researches conducted and associated literatures discussion
voltage drop and IR drop issues in high speed
semiconductor or VLSI device design. In addition, a
number of literatures discussing electro migration, IR drop
analysis with both static as well as dynamic analysis etc
have been discussed. Researchers in their work discussed
varied aspects of EMI in SOPs, such as die/package-level
EMI, substrate-level EMI, electromagnetic modeling and
simulation; and near electromagnetic field measurement.
Researchers in their work, at first studied the LSI designs
in association with the radiated emission, where they
found that the signal-return path loop and switching
current in the power/ground line are inherent sources of
EMI. Researchers found that maintaining the return
current path is an important aspect of substrate design for
suppressing EMI and for maintaining signal integrity (SI)
Ordinarily in SOPs, high-performance digital LSIs are
sources of EMI, while RF and analog circuits are affected
by EMI (victims).. Furthermore, isolating and suppressing
the resonance of the DC power bus in a substrate is
another important design aspect for EMI and for power
integrity (PI).
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Jiang et al [1] addressed the issue of analyzing the
performance degradation caused by noise in power supply
lines for deep submicron CMOS devices. Researchers
proposed a statistical modeling technique for the power
supply noise including inductive ΔI noise and power
net IR voltage drop that was further integrated with a
statistical timing analysis. Their experimental results
exhibit that on average, with the consideration of this
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noise effect, the circuit critical path delays increase by
33% and 18%, respectively for circuits implemented on
these two technologies..Sinha et al [2] stated that for highspeed circuits, on-chip inductance can no longer be
ignored. Researchers dealt with the inductance in the
presence of multilayered meshes used for on-chip power
supplies. In their work, they explored approaches to design
power/ground (p/g) mesh that might reduce inductance.
Challenging the development of an accurate 3-dimensional
inductance extraction for large chips, they demonstrated
the feasibility of using flexible-accuracy empirical
formulae for fast determination of inductance in chips.
Cui et al [3] stated that the increasing speed of digital
circuit design as well as the density of printed circuit
board (PCB) layouts often result in more challenging
electromagnetic interference (EMI) problems. The
coupling between a high-speed digital line and an I/O line
can be a primary EMI coupling path, and the attached
cable a dominant radiator. They developed a multi-stage
modeling approach where the EMI modeling was
developed for coupling between the transmission lines,
and the attached cable as the EMI antenna. Finally, the
EMI was estimated for the coupled noise driving the
attached cable. The agreement between the modeled and
measured results demonstrated that the modeling method
can be a suitable scheme for estimating the EMI due to
high-frequency coupling to I/O lines.Wei et al [4] stated
that for high-speed signals that transition through the
internal parallel planes comprising the DC power bus, the
return current has to switch from one reference plane to
another reference plane. The return current discontinuity
excites the DC power bus that might result in a power bus
noise problem, as well as an EMI problem. Researchers
studied EMI factors resulting from the signal transitions
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through a DC power bus. They examined EMI resulting
from the excited DC power bus and the effects of local and
global decoupling as an EMI mitigation approach were
also studied by researchers. In addition, researchers
studied the noise coupled to I/O lines, and EMI for a test
board with varying layer thickness between the power and
ground planes. Zheng & Tenhunen [5] studied the power
and ground distribution and its noise effect for deep
submicron CMOS VLSI circuits. Researchers found that
orders of magnitude reduction in switching noise can be
achieved using an effective power and ground distribution
scheme. Kimothi et al [6] discussed how the uncertainty
factor impacts on the product characteristics in the
manufacturing organisation or testing laboratories.
Researchers stated that the compliance decision has to take
the uncertainty factors into consideration. In their
manuscript, researchers described how these factors are
considered for judging compliance for electromagnetic
interference/electromagnetic compatibility (EMI/EMC)
and safety.. Shiyou & Roy [7] scaled down the transistor
dimensions aggressively while lower power dissipation is
achieved by scaling down the supply voltage so as to for
achieving high performance and high integration density.
Author stated that power distribution has become a
challenging issue due to the severe switching noise on the
power distribution network and hence estimation of the
worst case switching noise is essential to ensure the proper
functionality of the VLSI circuits. Author stated that the
switching noise can be suppressed effectively with
properly placed decoupling capacitors, In order to achieve
these, researchers proposed a probabilistic approach to
determine the lower bound of the worst case switching
noise on power supply lines where the proposed algorithm
traces the worst case input patterns which induces the
steepest maximum switching current spike and therefore
the maximum switching noise. The worst case input
patterns were used in the HSPICE simulation so as to
extract the exact switching current waveforms where the
estimated maximum switching current spike matches well
with the peak current obtained from the HSPICE
simulation. The magnitude of the worst case switching
noise for the benchmark circuits implemented with 0.25
μm technology can be as high as 35% of the Vdd. Resve et
al [8] stated in their research that clocks are perhaps the
most important circuits in high-speed digital systems and
hence the design of clock circuitry and the quality of clock
signals directly impact the performance of a very large
scale integrated chip. Clock skew verification requires
high accuracy and is typically performed using circuit
simulators. The effect of IR-drop on the timing of clock
signals was quantified on a small example, and
demonstrated on a large chip. Sasaki et al [9] presented a
new decoupling circuit for multi-power-terminal VLSIs to
suppress strong radiated emissions caused by power plane
resonance of multilayer printed circuit boards (PCBs).
Their circuit was based on a previous π-network filter
consisting of two capacitors and one power trace. The
power trace, designed in agreement with transmission line
theory, was used in place of the ferrite bead inductor of a
conventional π-network filter. The new circuit has been so
designed that when a number of them are applied in
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combination to a multi-power-terminal VLSI, they can
share capacitors, thus reducing the total number of
capacitors required. Both calculated and measured highfrequency characteristics of power buses in PCBs
exhibited that in wide-band frequencies their proposed
circuit can potentially isolate a VLSI, the source of
switching noise, from power distribution buses, which
might otherwise resonate that switching noise. Wei et al
[10] discussed the signal vias and its application in
multilayer printed circuit board (PCB) design. Researchers
stated in their work that for a signal via transitioning
through the internal power and ground planes, the return
current has to jump from one reference plane to another
reference plane. The discontinuity of the return current at
excites the power and ground planes, and results in power
bus noise that can produce an EMI problem. To deal with
this situation, researchers employed approaches such as
finite-difference time-domain (FDTD), moment methods
(MoM), and partial element equivalent circuit (PEEC).
Researchers investigated system performance towards the
EMI mitigation by means of adding decoupling capacitors
with the FDTD scheme. Steinecke et al [11] presented a
set of design circuits and measures to improve EMC on
silicon. They defined the range from RC low-pass noise
filtering to improved I/O driver and clock distribution
concepts. Their simulation results were demonstrated
direct on-chip measurements and normative-compliant
external emission measurements. Steinecke et al [12]
discussed that significance of researches on effort on EMC
models and simulation for chip design because of the high
pace increase in the demands for reduced electromagnetic
emission on chip-level in combination with more complex
circuits and faster design cycles. In their research, authors
developed a three-level approach, on the basis of: (1) test
chip design and measurement; (2) RLC-extraction of
supply system plus transistor net list simulation; and (3)
behavioral models for simple gates and complex digital
modules. Researchers observed and defined the correlation
between results of their developed three levels and
examined the behavioral models for complete CMOS
VLSI chips. Kevin et al [13] analyzed simultaneous
switching noise (SSN) which has emerged as one of the
significant issues in the design of the internal on-chip
power distribution networks in current very large scale
integration/ultra large scale integration (VLSI/ULSI)
circuits. Researchers employed an inductive model to
characterize the power supply rails when a transient
current is generated by simultaneously switching the onchip registers and logic gates in a synchronous CMOS
VLSI/ULSI circuit. In addition, researchers developed an
analytical expression characterizing the SSN voltage on
the basis of a lumped inductive-resistive-capacitive model
RLC. Researchers found that the highest value of the SSN
voltage based on this analytical expression exists within
10% as compared to SPICE simulations
Chen et al [14] explored about crosstalk effects and
stated that crosstalk effects degrade the integrity of signals
travelling on long interconnects. Researchers evaluated the
performance of the system by implementing it test
interconnects of a processor-memory system and the
defect coverage was evaluated using a system-level
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crosstalk defect simulation method. Nourani et al [15]
developed a model for an integrity fault on the high-speed
interconnects, where they presented a BIST-based test
methodology that includes two special cells to detect and
measure noise and skew occurring on interconnects of the
gigahertz system-on-chips. Premkishore et al [16]
examined the effect of technology scaling and micro
architectural trends on the rate of soft errors in CMOS
memory and logic circuits. They described and validated
an end-to-end model that enables the computation of the
soft error rates (SER) for existing and future
microprocessor style designs. The model captures the
effects of two important masking phenomena, electrical
masking and latching window masking, which inhibit soft
errors in combinational logic. Researchers‟ quantified the
SER due to high-energy neutrons in SRAM cells, latches,
and logic circuits for feature sizes from 600nm to 50nm
and clock periods from 16 to 6 fan-out-of-4 inverter
delays. They predicted that the SER per chip of logic
circuits increases nine orders of magnitude from 1992 to
2011 and at that point will be comparable to the SER per
chip of unprotected memory elements Shiyou et al [17]
found that the peak power supply noise can be
significantly reduced by judiciously arranging the modules
based on their spatial correlations in the floorplan.
Researchers in their work employed power supply noise as
the cost function to determine the optimal floor plan in
terms of area, wire length, and power supply noise.
Compared to conventional floor planning, which only
considers area and wire length, power supply noise aware
floor planning can generate better floor plan both in terms
of area and peak noise. The decoupling capacitance
required by each module is also calculated and placed in
the vicinity of the target module during the floorplanning
process with 40%is reduced in both area and wire length.
Kao et al [18] suggested that to minimize total active
power consumption in digital circuits, one must take into
account sub threshold leakage currents that grow
exponentially as technology scales. Researchers in their
model developed a theoretical model to predict how
dynamic power and subthreshold power must be balanced
to give an optimal VDD/Vt operating point that minimizes
total active power consumption for different workload and
operating conditions. Authors in their research developed
a preliminary automatic supply and body biasing
architecture (ASB) that automatically configures a circuit
to operate with the lowest possible active power
consumption. Grochowski et al [19] presented a novel
technique to simulate power supply voltage variation as a
result of varying activity levels within the microprocessor.
Researchers in their work examined and discussed
technique that can be implemented in logic on the
microprocessor die to enable real-time computation of
current consumption and power supply voltage. When
used in a feedback loop, this logic makes it possible to
control the microprocessor's activities to reduce demands
on the power delivery system. With on-die voltage
computation and di/dt control, they demonstrated that a
significant reduction in power supply voltage variation
may be achieved with little performance loss or average
power increase. Harada et al [20] discussed the mechanism
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of radiated emission induced by traces placed between
power/ground planes and analysed the radiation reduction
techniques. Researchers found that the traces can cause
voltage bounce between the power/ground planes and this
bounce might result into high-level radiated emissions at
resonant frequencies. Radiated emission characteristics
predominantly depend on the trace location in the board;
radiation level is high when the internal trace is located at
a high voltage bounce area. Radiation reduction
techniques were investigated where they found that the
scattering of decoupling capacitors on the power
distribution planes is not a useful technique to reduce the
voltage bounce at higher frequencies. Thus, researchers
suggested reduction in the voltage bounce narrowing space
between these planes.Ohtsu et al [21] developed the direct
time-domain moment method, which is applicable to
arbitrarily shaped models made of conductors and
dielectrics. Using the method, we have analysed the cross
talk phenomenon within a LSI package. They
demonstrated that in the PCB with the LSI and a cable, the
noise induced by the cross talk causes the strong radiation
through the cable.Sheldon et al [22] presented an efficient
method of minimizing the area of power/ground (P/G)
networks in integrated circuit layouts subjected to the
reliability constraints. Researcher depicted that their
developed model is fast enough that P/G networks with
more than one million branches that might be sized in a
few minutes on modern SUN workstations. Sudo et al
[23] stated that electromagnetic interference (EMI) issues
are expected to be crucial for next-generation system-onpackage (SOP) integrated high-performance digital LSIs
and for radio frequency (RF) and analog circuits.
Kurokawa et al [24] stated that recently deep
submicron VLSI design, signal integrity (SI) and powerground integrity (PGI) have become very important to
design in a short time. To deal with such circumstances,
authors proposed an approach called DEPOGIT, which is
a new dense power-ground interconnect architecture that
realizes more robust physical design integrity. Their
quantitative analysis using 90 nm technology node,
illustrated that high-quality decap of over 50 nF in a 10
mm square chip can be obtained, the resistive IR-drop can
be less than 20% of that of a conventional power grid,
transient peak noise can be reduced by about 80%, and
the inductive crosstalk effect of the signal wire can be
greatly reduced. Jingjing et al [25] presented an efficient
method to simultaneously size wire widths and decoupling
capacitance (decaps) areas for optimizing power/ ground
(P/G) networks modelled as RLC linear networks subject
to reliability constraints. Researchers stated such issues as
a nonlinear optimization problem and proposed an
efficient gradient-based non-linear programming method
for searching the solution. They implemented a timedomain merged adjoint network for estimating the
gradients efficiently and developed a novel equivalent
circuit modeling technique to speed up the optimization
process. Steinecke et al [26] stated that rising EMI
potential of high-performance digital circuits like 32 bit
microcontrollers demands for switching current models
and feasible ways to run net list-based EMI simulations
and thus considering this need, the researchers developed a
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modeling approach for digital VLSI circuits and a silicon
test vehicle to explore the correlation between models
.Palit et al [27] developed a new, flexible and a very
accurate crosstalk fault model that considered the
capacitive coupling noise between the aggressor and the
victim interconnect in deep sub-micron chips. Their
proposed crosstalk model was on the basis of the
distributed ABCD model of a long on-chip interconnect
and takes into account the CMOS driver and receiver
parameters of both aggressor and victim interconnects,
besides the consideration of usual distributed per-unitlength RLGC parasitic elements and coupling capacitance,
and interconnects length. Simulations were carried out
using the Philips CMOS12 (130nm) technology
parameters and the model accuracy was found very much
close to PSPICE simulation result. Researchers stated that
their proposed model can further be utilized to
analyse/estimate the influence of interconnect parasitic on
various signal integrity losses such as delay, glitch,
overshoot, or crosstalk hazards. Mehrdad et al [28]
presented a new automatic pattern generation
methodology to stimulate the maximum power supply
noise in deep submicron CMOS circuits. Our ATPG-based
approach first generates the required patterns to cover 0 1
and 1 0 transitions on each node of internal circuitry.
Later, they applied a greedy heuristic to find the worstcase (maximum) instantaneous current and stimulate
maximum switching activity inside the circuit. Their
results depicted that the pattern pair generated by this
approach produces a tight lower bound on the maximum
power supply noise. Lin et al [29] also focused on the key
issue of IR-drop in chips. Researchers criticized previous
works as they might deal with only with power/ground
(P/G) network peak current reduction to reduce the IRdrop problem only focus on synchronous sequential logic
circuits which consider the combinational parts as
unchangeable. However, some large combinational
circuits which work alone in one clock cycle can create
large current peaks and induce considerable IR-drops in
the P/G network. Taking into consideration of these
factors, in their researchers they proposed a novel
combinational circuit IR-drop reduction methodology
using Switching Current Redistribution (SCR) method. A
novel combinational circuit partitioning method was
proposed to rearrange the switching current in different
sub-blocks in order to reduce the current peak in the P/G
network, while circuit function and performance are
maintained. Mohamood et al [30] proposed a new dynamic
inductive-noise controlling mechanism at the micro
architectural level that limit the on-die current demand
within predefined bounds, regardless of the native power
and current characteristics of running applications.. As
compared to the other conventional systems, researchers
stated that their di/dt controller is the first that takes the
processor's floor plan as well as its power-pin distribution
into account to provide a finer-grained control with
minimal performance degradation. Jeffrey et al [31]
proposed a novel on-chip voltage drop reduction technique
for on-chip power delivery networks of VLSI systems in
the presence of variational leakage current sources. They
proposed the insertion of decoupling capacitors (decaps)
Copyright to IJIREEICE

into the power grid networks to reduce the voltage
fluctuation and optimized their system based on
sensitivity-based conjugate gradient method and sequence
of linear programming approach. constant variations for
different decap configurations of power grid circuits to
speed up the statistical optimization process.
Zhong et al [32] stated that because of the positive
feedback loop between power grid Joule heating and the
linear temperature dependence of resistivity, non-uniform
temperature profiles on the power grid in highperformance IC influence the IR drop in the power grid.
Lack of accurate evaluation of thermal effect on the IR
drop in the power grid may lead to over-design; or worse,
underestimates the IR drop due to increased local
temperature. Researchers in their work presented a method
to compute the temperature-dependent IR drop on the
power grid extremely fast. Further, they proposed a novel
thermal model and a mathematical formulation to compute
the temperature profiles on the power grid efficiently.
Kohei et al [33] advised that this is the matter of fact that
the test data modification based on test relaxation and Xfilling is the preferable approach for reducing excessive
IR-drop in at-speed scan testing to avoid test-induced yield
loss, and existing test relaxation methods could not control
the distribution of identified don‟t care bits (X-bits), thus
adversely affecting the effectiveness of IR-drop reduction.
Considering it as motivation, researchers proposed a novel
test relaxation method, called Distribution-Controlling XIdentification (DC-XID), which intended to control the
distribution of X-bits identified from a set of fullyspecified test vectors for the purpose of effectively
reducing IR-drop. Bronckers et al [34] proposed an
approach that facilitates designers the necessary insight to
solve this substrate noise issues. Their proposed
methodology combined the strengths of the
electromagnetic simulator, the parasitic extractor, and the
circuit simulator that does not need doping profiles that are
hard to get hold off. Their proposed methodology was
demonstrated on two challenging examples:, in a 0.13mum and a 90-nm CMOS technology. The substrate noise
coupling mechanisms were revealed for both examples in
a simulation time of less than 2 hours. Simulation results
for their proposed system successfully validated on reallife prototypes of those examples with an accuracy of 1-2
dB. Vishweshwara et al [35] discussed in their research
that design closure for predictable silicon performance is
emerging as the most challenging digital VLSI design
problem in advanced deep-submicron technology nodes.
One of the significant problems is effective power-grid
distribution, and the comprehension of the impact of
voltage drops in the power grid on design timing and
performance. Desouki et al [36] discussed that achieving
power- and area-efficient fully integrated transceivers is
one of the major challenges. Authors stated that the power
losses associated with the parasitic of on-chip inductors,
transistors, and interconnections have posed design
challenges in the full integration of power-efficient CMOS
radio-frequency integrated circuits (RF ICs). The layouts
of the presented CMOS amplifiers were designed by
carefully modeling the interconnection wires during the
simulations and optimizing their widths for minimum
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parasitic effects and hence optimum measured circuit
performance. It exhibited a good match between the
measured and simulated performance characteristics.
Junxia et al[37] stated that as technology scales below
45nm and circuit integration density increases, power
distribution network (PDN) contributes significantly to the
total chip yield, escape, and reliability.A vector pair is
generated to increase the region switching activity so that
the gates will experience a larger-than-threshold IR-drop
which may cause a timing or logic failure if only an open
defect exists on power vias or power lines in that region.
Various open defects on power/ground lines and vias are
inserted and their impacts on circuit performance are
investigated. They introduced a region sorting procedure
in the proposed flow so as to reduce the computing effort.
Healy et al [38] emphasized their research on 3-D
integration for power supply network that may potentially
increase performance and decrease energy consumption.
By exploiting the smaller size and much higher
interconnect density possible with TSVs they
demonstrated significant reduction of nearly 50% in
the IR-drop and 42% in the dynamic noise of our largescale 3-D design. Through simulations, they also exhibited
that a 3-tier stack with the distributed TSV topology
actually lowers IR-drop by 21% and dynamic noise by
32% over a non-3-D system with less power dissipation.
Rao et al [39] explored various reasons for variations in
the power-distribution network which are exacerbated
because of scaled supply voltages and smaller noise
margins in sub-nanometer designs that adversely affect
performance and yield. Researchers proposed a
convolution-based dynamic method to estimate
both IR and Ldi/dt drop on small combinational and
sequential circuits and exhibited that the effectiveness of
the design partitioning technique makes the framework
feasible for a larger design.

decoupling capacitor insertion. Such approaches are in
general employed in the current design methodologies
which are of course insufficient to limit the voltage
fluctuations over the power grid for next generation
applications and future technologies. The voltage drops on
power supply lines of switching devices in a clock
distribution network that might introduce significant
amount of skew which in turn degrades the signal
integrity. Hence, in this work , the flop array method,
swapping cell and clock buffers moments have been
incorporated to reduce the IR drop.
IV .CONCLUSION
In this paper, various strategies and methodologies for
reduction in electromagnetic interference and IR drop
issues has been discussed .The impact of electromagnetic
induction and electron migration on the IR drop and
voltage drop in high speed VLSI design have been studied.
A number of issues representing design constructs in high
speed VLSI devices, varied proposed measures such as
decap, structural modification etc have been discussed.
The prime objective of this section is to facilitate the
research objective oriented discussion for the existing
literatures and their respective strengths as well as
limitations etc. Taking into consideration of the
significances of the theoretical understanding of the
intended research domain of the electromagnetic
interferences in high speed VLSI devices is discussed.
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